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Tunneling magnetoresistance and quantum oscillations in bilayered Ca3Ru2O7
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We report the interplane resistivity,rc , at high magnetic fieldsB, with different orientations together with
structural and magnetic properties of bilayered Ca3Ru2O7 , a Mott-like system with a gap of 0.1 eV. A wide
array of conventionally unanticipated phenomena revealed in this work includes~1! a collapse of thec-axis
lattice parameter at a metal-nonmetal transition,~2! quantum oscillations inrc in the gapped, nonmetallic state
for the Bic axis, ~3! interplane tunneling magnetoresistivity for theBia or b axis, and yet conspicuously
different anisotropies of the colossal magnetoresistivity and magnetization, and~4! a non-Fermi-liquid behav-
ior in a metallic state fully recovered in high magnetic fields. The implications of the coexistence of these
conflicting phenomena are discussed.
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Materials that are characterized by a strong interplay
tween different degrees of freedom tend to exhibit phys
phenomena that are astonishing, exotic, yet cannot be un
stood with conventional notions. This viewpoint has be
spectacularly demonstrated by the high-temperature su
conducting copper oxides, and later, the colossal magne
sistance~CMR! manganese oxides. Studies of these a
other 3d-electron-based transition metal oxides have unc
ered a wealth of fascinating physics that has challenged
fundamental understanding of materials that cannot be
scribed by the Landau-Fermi liquid theory, a frequently us
model for metals where Coulomb repulsion between e
trons is incorporated into effective masses and couplin
Ruthenium oxides or ruthenates as a new class of mate
with characteristics of highly correlated electrons have
creasingly captured attention in recent years,1 but the
4d-electron-based ruthenates are still by and large an
charted territory rich with interesting physical properties th
very often deviate from those of other materials includi
even 3d-electron transition-metal oxides. Here the exo
phenomena observed in the bilayered Ca3Ru2O7 provide an-
other striking example that defies conventional wisdom.

Ca3Ru2O7 is a layered system2,3 with a charge gap of 0.1
eV ~Ref. 4! that bears a resemblance to a Mott system.2–7 It
is known that Ca3Ru2O7 undergoes an antiferromagnetic o
dering atTN556 K followed by a first-order metal-nonmeta
transition atTMI548 K.2 Ca3Ru2O7 also features first-orde
metamagnetic and magnetoresistive transitions that lead
field induced ferromagnetic~FM! metallic phase belowTMI
where spins are almost fully polarized along thea axis, the
magnetic easy-axis, atB56 T.2,3 In addition, the electron
scattering rate is strong;5 thus, there is a remarkably sho
mean free pathl at room temperature which is highly anis
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tropic, ranging from 0.8 to 8 Å, well beyond the limit fo
bandlike transport, assuming a typical Fermi velocity
107– 108 cm/s.

In this paper we describe and discuss thec axis or inter-
plane resistivityrc at high magnetic fields with different ori
entations together with magnetization and thec-axis lattice
parameter as a function of temperature in Ca3Ru2O7.8 All
results underscore a critical role of unusually strong coupl
between spin, charge,t2g orbital and lattice degrees of free
dom that drives a wealth of physical phenomena, which
conventionally unexpected.

Shown in Fig. 1 are the interplane resistivityrc and the
lattice parameter for thec axis ~right scale! as a function of
temperatureT. The data obtained from x-ray diffraction ex
hibits a rapid decrease in thec-axis lattice parameter atTMI ,

FIG. 1. The interplane resistivityrc ~left scale! and thec axis vs
temperatureT; the inset is the enlargedrc nearTM .
©2003 The American Physical Society06-1
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but no systematic changes in theab plane. The simultaneou
structural, electronic and magnetic2,3 transitions atTMI un-
ambiguously indicate a strong charge-spin-lattice coupli
which is also evidenced in the Raman study, whereTMI is
found to be associated with an abrupt softening of ac-axis
phonon mode4 sensitive to pressure.7 It appears quite surpris
ing that the collapse of thec-axis lattice parameter, which
would be expected to enhance the overlap of orbitals, d
not lead to a more metallic state, but conversely, a gapp
nonmetallic ground state, as evidenced by an abrupt me
nonmetal transition atTMI548 K followed by a rapid in-
crease inrc by a factor of 18@TMI occurs inra and rb as
well, which change by about a factor of 5~Refs. 2 and 3!#. It
is possible that the collapse of thec-axis lattice paramete
may be associated with a Jahn-Teller-like distortion of
Ru-O octahedra, which lifts the degeneracy of thet2g orbit-
als by lowering the energy of thedxy orbital relative to that
of the dyz and dxz orbitals. Recent first-principles calcula
tions for Sr2RuO4 indicate that the shortening of thec axis or
the flattening of RuO6, which results in orbital polarization
and reducing bands of threet2g states, is the key fact in
stabilizing the insulating magnetic ground state.9 This point
may also be valid for Ca3Ru2O7, as bothTMI and magnitude
of rc are found to rise drastically even at low uniaxial pre
sure applied along thec-axis in our recent study. For in
stance, at 2.5 kbar,TMI increases to 73 K andrc jumps by
more than two orders of magnitude.10 In contrast, the
uniaxial stress along thea axis and hydrostatic pressure lea
to a decrease inTMI and resistivity,11 consistent with the
recent Raman results.7

Given such a nonmetallic state, the quantum oscillati
~QOs! in rc is unexpectedly observed for 20 mK,T
,6.5 K whenBic, as illustrated in Fig. 2~a! whererc vs B
is plotted. The amplitude of the QOs as a function of inve
field B21 is presented in Fig. 2~b! for several temperatures
The inset shows the amplitude of the oscillation signal n
malized byT in a logarithmic scale as a function ofT. The
solid line is a fit to the Lifshitz-Kosevich formulas,x sinhx,
wherex514.69mcT/B. The fit yields a cyclotronic effective
massmc50.8560.05, seemingly suggesting the existence
fermion quasiparticles.12 Markedly, this cyclotronic effective
mass is different from the enhanced thermodynamic effec
mass estimated from the electronic contributiong, to the
specific heat.2 This apparent disagreement between the th
modynamic effective mass and the cyclotronic effective m
is quite common in heavy fermion systems,13 and is attrib-
uted to the fact that it has been difficult to resolve the hig
effective masses in quantum oscillation experiments. I
possible that some portion of the Fermi surface, if any, w
larger masses might have not been detected in our mea
ments. Conspicuously, the QOs are absent in resistivity
the a andb axes whenBic. Analyses14 reveal an extremely
low frequency off 1528 T, which, based on crystallograph
data3 and the Onsager relationF05A(h/4p2e) ~e is the elec-
tron charge!, would correspond to an area of only 0.2%
the first Brillouin zone, as shown in Fig. 2~b! where the thin
lines outline beating between two frequencies (f 2528 T and
f 2510 T). In addition, the disappearance of the QOs atBic
.25 T may indicate the proximity of the quantum limit,14
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which imposes limitations on the applicability of th
Lifshitz-Kosevich formalism15,16 to the data presented her
However, whenB is larger than the first-order metamagne
transition~6 T! and within theac-plane~not parallel to either
thea or c axis!, the QOs reoccur, showing a larger frequen
of 47 T. In contrast, no oscillations are discerned forB in the
bc plane even thoughrc in this configuration is smaller by a
much as two orders of magnitude than that forB in the ac
plane. The difference suggests a critical role of the first-or
metamagnetic transitions, which could alter the Fermi s
face in favor of the reoccurrence of the QOs.10

Quantum oscillations are a trademark of a Fermi liqu
The absence of QOs in the vast majority of transition-me
oxides has been taken as an additional evidence of n
Fermi liquids. The occurrence of the QOs in a gapped, n
metallic oxide such as Ca3Ru2O7 is therefore intriguing in
that conventional physics requires the existence of a Fe
surface~FS! ~a metallic state! and a long mean free pat
(.103 Å) for QOs to occur. In this case it may well be th
manifestation of new physics associated with the multiorb
nature of the electronic properties.17,18 It has been proposed
that a situation may occur in which electrons in thedxz and
dyz orbitals undergo a Mott transition while those in thedxy

FIG. 2. ~a! rc vs Bic axis for variousT, as indicated; the inse
is rc vs Bic axis for T520 mK at lowerB. Note the developmen
of the QOs with decreasingT ~the QO signal is defined as (s
2sb)/sb wheres is the conductivity~or the inverse ofrc) andsb

is the background conductivity!. ~b! The amplitude of the oscilla-
tions vsB21 for different T, the thin lines are a guide to the eye
show beating betweenf 1 and f 2 ; the inset is the QO amplitude
normalized byT vs T. The solid line is a fit to the LK formulas.
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orbitals do not.18 Band structure calculations on Sr3Ru2O7

also show that a tetragonal-orthorhombic phase transi
naturally leads to small lens-shaped Fermi surface poc
that originate from thedxy orbitals.19 Therefore, one of pos
sible scenarios could be that extremely small FS pock
form with a low carrier density and, thus, a long mean fr
path,20 therefore it might be possible for the QOs to occ
However, it is puzzling that no QOs have been discerned
resistivity for thea andb axes whenBic, and, more gener
ally, in other systems with a low density of states. It is no
that QOs have been observed in one-dimensional den
wave-like systems,21–23but, given the higher dimensionality
the analogy may not be entirely valid in Ca3Ru2O7. It is
therefore not entirely clear whether or not the QOs ar
Fermi-surface phenomenon. Another possible scenario c
be that the observed QOs are associated with a tunne
effect due to the layered nature of the system. Apparently,
QOs manifest an unusual phenomenon that merits more
tention and further investigations.

The QOs are immediately overpowered by a precipito
drop in rc asB rotates away from thec axis. Shown in Fig.

FIG. 3. ~a! The magnetoresistivity ratioDr/r(0) @Dr5r(0)
2r(B)# vs Bia axis for bothrc and thea axis ra at T50.6 K.
Note that atB.6 T the system is virtual FM/I /FM junctions.~b!
rc(B) in log scale forB parallel to the easy axis~a axis! and B
parallel to the hard axis~b axis!. Note that the drop inrc for B
parallel to the easy axis is two orders of magnitudesmaller than,
that for B parallel to the hard axis, i.e.,rc(30 T)/rc(0);1021 for
Bia but 1023 for Bib at T50.6 K. The inset shows the anisotrop
of M contradictory to that ofrc(B).
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3~a! is the magnetoresistivity ratio defined asDr/r(0)@Dr
5r(0)2r(B)# as a function ofBia axis for bothrc and thea
axis ra at T50.6 K. As seen, the abrupt metamagnetic tra
sition at 6 T leads to aDrc /rc(0) of more than 90% atB
.6 T for rc , much larger thanDra /ra(0) of 60% forra .
The larger interplane CMR is believed to be due to a tunn
ing effect facilitated by a field-induced coherent motion
spin-polarized electrons between Ru-O planes. Becaus
the layered nature, the spin-polarized Ru-O planes sa
wiched between insulating~I! Ca-O planes form an array o
FM/I /FM junctions @see Fig. 3~a!# that enhances the prob
ability of tunneling and thus electronic conductivity. It
noted that the current-perpendicular-to-plane giant mag
toresistance~GMR! could be larger than the current-in-plan
GMR due to spin filtering through nonmagnetic layers.24

However, what is entirely unexpected is that, as shown
Fig. 3~b!, the drop inrc for B parallel to the easy axis~a
axis! is two orders of magnitudesmaller than that forB
parallel to the hard axis~b axis!, i.e., rc(30 T)/rc(0)
;1021 for Bia but 1023 for Bib at T50.6 K. This is com-
pletely contrary to the anisotropy of the magnetization~see
the inset!. The negative magnetoresistance is in gene
driven by the reduction of spin scattering.25 The different
in-plane anisotropies for the magnetization and the CM
clearly suggest that spin-polarization alone cannot at all
count for the CMR in this system. The spin-orbit interactio
which mixes states, could lead to an anisotropic scatter
and, thus, an anisotropic magnetoresistance. However,
effects of the spin-orbit interaction are small in general, a
are thus unlikely to be responsible for the difference of t
orders of magnitude in the resistivity. Given the unusua
strong magnetoelastic effects so evidenced in the syste10

the lattice and orbital degrees of freedom may play a criti
role in the scattering mechanism~s!. Such an unusual scatte
ing behavior certainly merits more experimental and theo
ical investigations.

It also comes as a surprise that even thoughrc drops by
three orders of magnitude as displayed in Fig. 4, and sh
a fully metallic state whenBib, the temperature dependenc

FIG. 4. rc in a log scale atB50 and 30 T as a function ofT for
theBib axis. The inset showsrc at Bib530 T as a function ofT1.2.
6-3
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of rc at Bib530 T does not at all obey theT2 dependence
expected for a Fermi liquid. Instead,rc exhibits an unusua
T1.2 dependence~see the inset! in the fully spin-polarized
state where the spin degree of freedom should be elimina
The low power-law temperature dependence ofr normally
implies strong scattering. While magnon scattering mi
partially account for this behavior, the anomalous tempe
ture dependence ofrc once again suggests an unusual sc
tering mechanism~s! that governs not only the ground sta
but also persists well into the high temperature regime.

The results presented here illustrate the critical role of
collapse of thec-axis lattice parameter for the presence of t
antiferromagnetic nonmetallic ground state where the dif
ent kinds of ordering, which are conventionally expected
exclude each other, seem to be characteristically synerg
in Ca3Ru2O7. The extraordinary coexistence of both nonm
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tallic and fermion-quasiparticle characteristics, which w
recently found to be hardly uncommon in the layer
ruthenates,26 calls for innovative theoretical approaches
the extended, correlated electrons; the drastically differ
anisotropies of the CMR and the magnetization, toget
with the non-Fermi liquid ofrc in the field-induced metallic
state, signals an unusual scattering mechanism other tha
spin-scattering-dominated mechanism that works mar
ously well in other materials. To address these profou
problems will surely broaden and deepen our understand
of fundamentals of correlated electrons.
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